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THE SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN AS A
PIONEER ALPINIST
BY EVELIO ECHEVARRfA C.
it has become kno\vn that a number of very high Andean
mountain tops had not only been ascended but also permanently
occupied by the Indians, possibly as much as three centuries
before de Saussure's ascent of Mont Blanc. They climbed peaks of up
to 22,ooo ft., they constructed shelters on or near their tops, and they
used the high places as watch-towers or as sacrificial shrines. Some
authorities believe that this activity took place as early as the late fourteenth century, though we cannot prove that some of it did not take place
long after, possibly as late as the nineteenth century.
These Indian accomplishments have been left unmentioned in practically all mountaineering history books. In this article, which may be the
first to attempt a comprehensive survey,1 my purpose is to review briefly
the location and the nature of each discovery.
The area in which these Indian mountain ascents took place is what in
physical geography is known as the Atacama desert (although this name
is nowadays used in political and cultural geography for a much more
restricted area). It is a treeless, sandy and volcanic waste-land seldom
visited by mountaineers. It stretches from the neighbourhood of
Arequipa, in Peru, as far south as El qui in Chile; to the east it reaches
the Andean slopes that face the jungles of Argentina and Bolivia, and to
the west, the Pacific Ocean. For our purposes, however, it must be
reduced to solely the Andean volcanic chain that begins north of Arequipa
and runs south along the Chilean-Bolivian and Chilean-Argentinian
border to near El qui (see map) . These volcanic mountains are very high,
in some cases over 21 ,ooo ft., but are technically easy. Although the
permanent snow line is also very high, averaging about 19,000 ft., there is
sufficient precipitation to allo\v the grass in the high valleys to sustain
small flocks of sheep and llamas. These are shepherded by three hardy
races of highlanders: the Quechua, in southern Peru and northern
Argentina, the Ayamara, in southern Bolivia, and the Atacamenan, in
some valleys of northern Chile. Some Ayamara clans have emigrated to
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I am quick to declare that Messrs. Witold Paryski, Anders Bolinder and
Mathias Rebitsch, all three distinguished mountaineers and authors, have
several times in their \vritings dra\vn attention to these achievements of the
ancients. E. E.
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northern hile and some Atacamenans have settled in northern Argentina. Fron1 these three races sprang \Vhat I believe to be the first
mountaineers of the \Vorld.
Since the Atacama was economically of no interest to the \vhites, both
Spanish and Spanish-American, the Indians were left undisturbed.
Perhaps, originally, in pre-Columbian times, the mountains were
ascended for religious purposes only, and later, with the advent of the
white man, who disrupted the organisation of the Inca empire, they may
have been used as watch-towers.
The first to learn about the existence of Indian shrines on Andean tops
did not leave the story of their findings in writing and had good reasons
for not doing so; these were the treasure seekers or grave diggers, who
climbed to the tops and encamped on them in order to perform excavations. Indeed, at present we are unable to say if the wood found on the
tops had been carried there by the Indians or by the grave diggers, later.
It is \veil known among the Andean peoples that the Incas buried their
dead with a proper offering of gold and silver ornaments, and grave
digging, even at such an altitude, may have been a rewarding sport.
The first to report a discovery was the Chilean explorer Francisco J.
San Roman, who climbed several volcanoes in his journeys (1883-1889)
and left his .investigations recorded in his book Desiertos i Cordilleras de
Atacama (Santiago, 1896). A few years later Sir William Martin Con way
reported an Inca burial on Chachani, of which he had heard while en
route for Bolivia (1901). Afterwards, little attention was paid to such an
interesting chapter of the history of mountaineering, until 1954, when
an Inca mummy was found near the top of Cerro Plomo, a 17,815 ft.
peak east of Santiago; this event aroused considerable interest among
mountaineers of several nations and a number of expeditions set out
with the declared intention of making similar finds.
In the last ten years important discoveries have been made and,
together with what has been found in the years previous to 1954, they
are reviewed here; bibliographicalsources.are included whenever possible.
Andes of Peru

( 1) Nevada Chachani, 6o87 m. or 19,972 ft. Sir William Martin
Con way wrote: 'Mr. Wagner, of the Cailloma mine, ... informed me
that found among the old papers at the mine was one dating back to the
time of the Spaniards, which stated that the summit of Chachani was a
burial place of an Inca ... After repeated attempts Mr. Wagner succeeded
in reaching the summit ... he took some native workers up \vith him and
made excavations on three different days; but it was evident that a
previous treasure-seeker had been there, for the grave had been disturbed ... ' (Sir William Martin Con\vay, 1'/ze Bolivian Andes, London,
1 901; PP· 56- 57).
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(2) Nevado Sarasara, 5959 m. or 19,55I ft. A local hillman from the
town of Pauza, Benicio Supanta, who ascended Sarasara alone, found on
one of the many sumn1its of this volcano a stnall stone \vall. The discovery was confirmed t\venty years later by Dr. Dionisio Salas Vitangurt,
who climbed the peak \vith the same Supanta (in I 941); in the descent,
another of Dr. Sala's companions found near the top a metal sheet
(copper and silver) of Inca manufacture (Magisterio Primario de
Parinacochas, Monografia de la Provincia de Parinacochas, Lima, 1950;
pp. 610- 626).

Andes of Bolivia
(I) Cerro Bonete, s6s8 m. or I8,s66 ft. A group of Bolivian climbers
led by Dr. F. Ahlfeld found on its top an altar with offerings of coca
leaves, wool, etc. (Information obtained through personal communication .)
(2) Cerro Salla, 5036 m. or 16,522 ft. An Inca road or stone path
crosses along the top; (Luis Risopatr6n, Diccionario Geogrdfico de Chile,
Santiago, 1924; p. 790 ).

Andes of Chile
(I) Llullaillaco, 6723 m. or 22,058 ft. It is so far the highest peak
on which Indian traces have been found; in 1952, Bi6n Gonzalez and
Juan Harseim reached the top and were surprised to find a small rock
wall, about 3 ft. high, under a large boulder; a leather bag, half buried,
was also seen. Subsequent climbers reported other findings, particularly
rock shelters in the northern and eastern slopes. But the finest discovery
went to Herr lVIathias Rebitsch "\Vho, together v.~ith the Argentinian
Indian N arciso Diaz climbed to the top several times in l\1arch and
April, 1961, and after long excavations produced, at 21,650 ft., a threeroomed dwel1ing, with walls 20 ft. long, I 3 ft . wide and I o ft. high; the
walls are 3 ft. thick and straw and \vood from the fallen roof was also
excavated. He also found on a subsidiary summit at 22,000 ft., a platform with an altar of flat stones and a corral (animal enclosure) for
llamas, which may have been used both for pack animals as well as for
sacrificial offerings; a path and a stairvvay seemed to connect the ruins
and the platform. All these, plus the usual findings of wood, pots and
cloth, indicate that Llullaillaco must have been a most important
mountain for the Atacameiians and the Incas. Herr Rebitsch added in
his reports that all such arrangements originated about the late fifteenth
century and early sixteenth century; (Revista Andina, 79· 15, Santiago;
American Alpine Journal, 1959, pp. 3 r4-3I6, and 1962, pp. 267- 268).
(2) Cerro de las T6rtolas, 6323 m. or 20,745 ft. Stone walls of large
size found in ruins (Rev£sta Andina, 83. 7-rr).
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(3) Copiap6 or Cerro del Azufre, 6072 m. or 19,921 ft. Rock arrangements, small walls and a platform, sunken in places (Tatern£k I956,
p. I72, Warsaw).
(4) Cerro Licancabur, 5930 m. or 19,456 ft. Located on the BolivianChilean border and it is mostly climbed from the Chilean side. In 1884
a local hillman, Severo Titichoca, reached the top alone, reporting
having found stone constructions and bundles of wood. The local
Chilean district commissioner, Jose Santelices, repeated the ascent
with the same Titichoca in I 886 and it is said that he burned forty
q uintals (a quintal equals 200 lbs.) of Inca wood to signal his ascent to the
valley dwellers below. He also uncovered a number of statuettes and
ornaments, at present kept in the Natural History Museum at Santiago.
Several other ascents reported having observed the same dwellings or
stone constructions. In 19 55 an American engineer from nearby
Chuquicamata, Mr. William E. Rudolph, managed to organise a local
party and from him we have the best information. The climbers reported
to Mr. Rudolph that near the crater, in which there was a small amount of
unfrozen water, the following Indian remains were examined : fragments
of wood as much as a foot in length, bleached and weathered; stone
remains of three old houses or shelters, the largest being about I 5 ft.
long by 5 or 6 ft. wide. Each structure was the pirca type (Indian word
for stone wall), in which unworked pieces are fitted snugly together
without mortar but with all the joints completely filled with loose
material. Beside one of the ruins was a pile of wood about ro ft. across,
much weathered and fragmented. Equally interesting was the discovery
of the small, unfrozen lake within the crater of the mountain; this lake
measured 280 ft. at its longest axis and was 5 to 10 ft. deep. (Luis
Risopatron, La linea de la frontera con la Republ£ca de Bolivia, Santiago,
19Io, p. ro8; Geograph£cal Review, 1955, pp. I5I- I7I, New York).
(5) Cerro Doiia Ana, 569o m . or 18,668 ft. A neighbour of Cerro de
las Tortolas, it has also a display of peculiar rock arrangements and
bundles of wood (information as for Cerro de las T6rtolas, above).
(6) Cerro Chuculai, 5420 m. or 17,782 ft. During an ascent by the
explorer Francisco J. San Roman, a copper knife of Inca manufacture
was found on the top (Francisco J. San Roman, Desiertos i Cordilleras
de Atacama, Santiago 1896, vol. I, p. 145).
(7) Cerro Plomo, 5430 m. or 17,815 ft. Located in an entirely different
area, well south of the puna country north of Santiago. It is a massive
ice dome, which because of its shape, glaciers and height stands prominent over its neighbours. Since 1922 it has been known that there existed
Indian pircas on its south-west slopes and not far from the summit (of
easy access via scree slopes between glaciers). But it was not until 1954
that a group of local arrieros or hillmen conducted excavations under
these rock walls and uncovered the mummy of a young boy with his rich
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outfit of statuettes, feather diadems, bracelets, amulets and wool bags.
Chilean scientists found that the body probably belonged to the son of
an important chieftain, that he was twelve years old at the time of the
sacrifice, which must have taken place some 450 years ago, and that before
dying he had been intoxicated with a liquor brewed from Indian corn.
The mummy and its outfit also belong today to the Natural History
Museum of Santiago (Revista Andina, 8o. 5--7).

Andes of Argentina
(r) Antofalla, 6440 m. or zr,r29 ft. A height of only 6roo m. (2o,or3
ft.) has been recorded with altimeters. A circular altar of r 8 ft. in diameter stood on top; it contained in its centre three large boulders
surrounded by another wall, some twenty inches high; on the western
slopes, just below, the usual bundle of firewood (of a local bush called
tola); (Club Andino del Norte, Revista, 1956, pp. ro- I I, Salta, Argentina).
(2) Cerro del Toro, 6386 m. or 20,952 ft.; a height of only 58 5o m. or
19,193 ft. has been recorded with altimeters. This prominent peak,
located on the Chilean-Argentinian border, was ascended from the eastern
side by E. Groch and A. Beorchia in January, I 964; they found a skull
buried on the top, surrounded by a circle of small stones. The climbers
carried out some digging and uncovered the frozen corpse of a young
man, together with a cloak, a rope, a catapult and leather shoes. It was
found later that the skull had a wound in the back of the neck, which
seems to hint at an assassination. The government of the province of
Mendoza took possession of the findings by decree and they are at
present kept in a local museum; (A.J. 70. 125; Federaci6n Argentina de
Montaiiismo, La Montana, 6. 38- 39).
(3) Cerro Quehuar, 6I6o m. or 20,210 ft. Two statuettes of preColumbian times found on the top in I953 (Pietro Meciani, Le Ande,
Bologna I964, p. 83).
(4) Aracar, 6o8o m. or I9,948 ft. On the top, peculiar crock arrangements and firewood piles; (A.A.J. 1959, pp. 314- 3 r6).
(5) Nevado del Chaiii, 6o6o m. or I9,882 ft. This is a remarkable
peak, since although an extinct volcano it is a rocky pyramid, a true
watch-tower. Excavations were carried out only in 1948, although the
peak had been repeatedly ascended since I 90 I ; its yield consisted of
fragments of pottery and wool cloth of Inca design, but the ground was
frozen at the time of the excavations and after much difficult digging
the task was abandoned; (Club Andino del Norte, Revista, I956, pp.
27- 28, Salta).
(6) Cerro Galan, 56 5o m. or I8,537 ft. In 1957, Herr Rebitsch found
stone constructions and a number of finely decorated statuettes of Inca
design, a silver llama and metal cloth-pins; (A.A.J. 1957, p. r63).
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(7) Cerro Tebenquincho, 5790 m. or 18,996 ft. Same findings, and
bibliography, as for Aracar.
(8) Cerro Macon, 5490 m. or r8,or2 ft. A pirca and firewood. (Club
Andino del Norte, Revista, 1957, p. 20).
As it can be seen, these Indian ascents clearly took place several
centuries before a height of 2o,ooo ft. \Vas attained by modern mountaineers. Sixteen peaks between I 8,ooo and 22,000 ft. is a fair share of the
history of \Vorld mountaineering for ill-equipped Indians! Besides,
further findings are always possible, and not only in the volcanic desert
of the Atacama. The mummy of Cerro Plomo showed that wherever
the Incas extended their dominance, they could have possibly ascended
some of the mountains which because of their prominence or importance,
were considered good as shrines or watch-towers, or both.
There remains one interesting point open to speculation: if Aconcagua, highest mountain in the hemisphere, so prominent and high, was
\Vi thin the Inca empire (the name is Inca for c White entinel ') could it
have at least tempted the ambitions of the ancients? The height of
Aconcagua is 22,835 ft., but altitude alone was no problem for the
highlanders; there remained technical difficulties and the weather. But
the FitzGerald expedition, which climbed Aconcagua from the northwest, found the route technically easy; only the wind and the cold may
have worked as a deterrent for the Indians. In 1950 the body of a
guanaco, a ruminant related to the llama, was found on the ridge that
connects the highest top with the lower (South-west), summit. No
explanation has been found of this incredible fact and no expedition has
as yet examined the body of the animal, \vhich is still there. The activity
displayed by the Indians in the high mountain peaks, their civilisation
developed at high altitudes and their fondness for the high places, all
seem to lead to the possibility of discovering the most ambitious enterprise of the ancients.
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